Abstract. Jackson type theorems are obtained for monotone and comonotone approximation. Namely (i) If/(;r) is a function such that the kth difference of / is =ï0 on [a, b] then the degree of approximation of/by nth degree polynomials with kth derivative ^0 is 0[a>(/; l/«1-*)] for any e>0, where a>(f; <5) is the modulus of continuity oí fon [a, b].
The degree of approximation of a real function fie C[a,b] by a space of functions & is £(/;^) = inf||/-P||, where the norm is the ordinary sup norm. Jackson's classic theorem states that the degree of approximation of a function fie C [a,b] by the space 0>n of algebraic polynomials of degree ^n satisfies (1) Eifi; 0>n) = E"if) <: Ctoif; 1/n), where C>0 is a constant not depending on n or/ and a>(f; 8) is the modulus of continuity off. It is natural to ask to what extent the degree of approximation to /is affected by replacing the space of approximating functions ¿?n by another (restricted) space ^jf<=áP". In this article we address ourselves to two related questions of this type, (A) monotone approximation and (B) comonotone approximation. These questions were first raised by Shisha in [5] , where he proved that iffw(x)=0 andf{p)(x) e Lip 1, where l=k^p, then En.k(f) = C(W4r*+l(i> -a)**1 (2) k\fi(n + l-j)]ĩ =k -I < Gg.fc
Roulier [4] This is the same order of magnitude as that given by Jackson's theorem for "unrestricted" approximation (1). In Theorem 3 we are able to show that if the kth difference ÙAf of/is _0, then for every £>0 whenever «>2/>, where C is independent of«, p,f and k.
Let S be a set of functions. We shall use the following notation : E*n(S) = sup E*n(f).
feS Theorem 1 relates the comonotone degree of approximation E*(f) of an arbitrary function / to £*(S) where S is a class of functions satisfying certain smoothness conditions. Theorem 2 is proved easily from (3) and Theorem 1. Then, if P(x)=p2pco(f; X)Q(x)¡Xp+1, P e ^>*(f) and 
